		

Loving-Kindness (Metta):

Anyone who wishes to start meditating on Metta must be prepared to make an effort with their treatment of things, animals and people in everyday life.  

The things that one handles should be treated gently, not roughly.  

Bodily roughness is also seen in the hardness of one's face- there is no smile there.  The cure for this is obvious, but it needs mindfulness.

Speech should not be rough either.  Harsh speech includes any kind of hurtful words, whether one is openly angry or inwardly resentful.  

It is impossible to be rid of mental roughness, that is, aversion, without making an effort with these two expressions of it.


It is a good practice if one is angry to refrain from saying anything.


Towards all animals, as far as is practicable, one should be gentle.

Regarding other people, one who desires to increase loving-kindness should be as kind and helpful as possible, and always speak friendly and comforting words.  A smile can also convey loving-kindness.


Seeking forgiveness, if it is done by both people towards each other, is effective.  Buddhist monks frequently use a formula like this to ask the pardon of other monks who they may have wronged, if only in mind: 'Whatever has been done with carelessness by mind, speech and body towards the Venerable one, for all those faults please pardon me, Sir.'
This produces harmony.


Helpfulness is also a practical expression of loving-kindness.  If one sees what should be done in any situation, then lend a hand willingly.  This means that wherever one goes one looks around to see if any help is required.  This is an important way of training oneself to make an effort too. 
The Buddha recommended four bases of sympathy for development in everyday life: giving, kindly speech, beneficial actions, and impartiality.  All of them make for the growth of loving-kindness, if practiced in the right way, as well as for the increase in the number of one's friends.  There is little need to explain these, but much need to practice them.


Starting the practice with oneself is emphasized in the Buddha's Discourse on Loving-Kindness, which begins: 

'This must be done to gain the State of Peace'- and then follow fifteen items which are useful as supports for the growth of loving-kindness.  We shall briefly look at them, one by one:

First, one should be able, that is, capable and not lazy, diligent and not negligent, for what can be gained by the slothful?

Upright comes next, meaning that all of one's actions (kammas) of body and speech should accord with the precepts; this is paired with straight, or having a mind truly in accord with the Dhamma, where effort and mindfulness help one to be aware of defilements and so be rid of them.  

Next, one should be not proud.  Pride is common among those who undertake a path of development, especially where this depends on one's own practice and not on another's grace.

Easy to speak to is next on the list, and goes along with the last, since it means that one can be corrected easily, that one is humble and will not find excuses, but just accept good words of advice.

And then of course one will be mild and gentle, not given to rough actions, to harsh criticism or to angry thoughts, just the sort of person who one would expect to grow in loving-kindness.  

Next on the list is well-contented, for envy is the enemy of one who is not content, and that is just a type of aversion.  Contentment is neccesary if one is to be sane.

Easily satisfied literally is 'easy to support', so one should not be demanding of others' time and wealth, but rather accept whatever comes.

A similar factor is not caught up in too much bustle- not having work that exhausts one, or too many things to do- as many people actually prefer so that they have no time to look at their own unhappiness.

Frugal in one's ways does not imply being stingy.  It means generous to others and frugal with oneself.

With senses calmed may be difficult where there are so many pleasures and distractions, still the meditator will soon get to know what sense-pleasures stir up the mind.

Then comes intelligent, for a confused person will not know what things cause the mind to be upset, but one should also be not bold.  Intelligence often goes hand-in-hand with arrogance, or boldness in the bad sense of the word.  One should not be like a crow, beady-eyed to get something out of everything, nor strut and display oneself as the crow does.

Unswayed by the emotions of the crowd refers to sorrowing when people sorrow and being happy when they are happy  (over what most people think of as being important).  (Also, 'not being swayed by the emotions of the majority' has the connotation of not doing what everybody else is doing.  This refers to how people are usually trying to get something out of other people) 

(Bhikku Khantipalo continues:) Loving-kindness does not arise in the heart of one who is concerned with a host of exterior things, the motivations for which are usually greed, aversion and delusion.  

Last comes abstaining from the ways that wise men blame: notice that 'wise men' are mentioned- one should not abstain from what fools blame.



Now, coming to the methods of meditation: these may be preceeded by or incorporate various chants on the subject of loving-kindness.  Here is a selection:


First is a translation of some Pali verses traditionally recited in Sri Lanka, and written by some unknown practiser in the past:


		Having seen that like oneself
		all beings seek for happiness,
		patently then cultivate
		love for beings all.
		Ever happy may I be, 
		may I from dukkha e'er be free,
		with friends and neutral ones also,
		may my foes be happy too.
		Within the boundaries of this town
		may beings ever happy be,
		likewise those from foreign lands
		and men from other galaxies.
		From all around the galaxies,
		may all creatures and all breathing things,
		all persons and all entities,
		be happy in their destinies.
		Likewise women, men as well, 
		the Noble Ones, the unawake,
		devas, men, unhappy ones,
		who in the ten directions dwell.



These verses outline the direction of loving-kindness practice, about which more will be said below: first towards oneself, then towards the different categories of friends, neutral persons and enemies, afterwards spreading it directionally to cover certain areas, and finally including all classes of beings.



The following translation of a simple Pali chant, also originally from Sri Lanka, again emphasizes that one starts with oneself, while giving some thoughts which can be the basis for loving-kindness:


		May I be free from enmity 

     (or: May I be free from hostility) 
 
           		(pause)


		May I be free from hurtfulness    

            		(pause)


		May I be free from troubles of mind and body

     (May I be free from afflictions, and distress)

            		(pause)


		May I be able to protect my own happiness

           (May I live happily)

            		(pause)



		Whatever beings there are


		May they be free from enmity

        (May they be peaceful)

            		(pause)


		Whatever beings there are


		May they be free from troubles of mind and body

      		(May they be healthy)

            		(pause)


		Whatever beings there are


		May they be able to protect their own happiness

            (May they be happy)   
   
                  (pause)                
Here is the Buddha's 'Discourse on Loving-kindness which should be practiced' that is recited many times daily in Buddhist countries:


1  What should be done by one who's skilled in wholesomeness
   to gain the State of Peacefulness is this:
   One must be able, upright, straight and not proud,
   easy to speak to, mild and well-content, 
   easily satisfied and not caught up
   in too much bustle, 
   and frugal in one's ways, 
   with senses calmed, intelligent, not bold, 
   unswayed by the emotions of the crowd,
   abstaining from the ways that wise men blame; 
   (and this is the thought that one should always hold:)


2  May all beings live happily and safe
   and may their hearts rejoice within themselves.
   Whatever there may be with breath of life, 
   whether they be frail of very strong, 
   without exception, be they long or short,
   or middle-sized, or be they big or small,
   or thick or visible or invisible,
   or whether they dwell far or they dwell near,
   those that are here, those seeking to exist, 
   may all beings rejoice within themselves.
   Let no one bring about another's ruin,
   or him despise in any way or place; 
   let them not wish each other any ill
   due to provocation or from enmity.


3  Just as a mother at the risk of life
   loves and protects her child, her only child,
   so let him cultivate this boundless love
   to all that live in the whole universe; 
   extending from a consciousness sublime
   upwards and downwards and across the world,
   untroubled, free of hate and enmity.
   And while he stands and while he walks and sits
   or lies down still free from drowsiness, 
   let him be intent on this mindfulness;
   this is Divine Abiding here they say.


4  Living quite free from any view,
   virtuous, with perfect insight won, 
   and without greed for sensual desires-
   such a one surely transcends birth and death.




























The fifteen factors in the first part of this discourse have already been commented on already.  After them (2), follows the kinds of thoughts which should be cultivated.  Something will be said about them below.

The next section, (3), outlines the results of practice, first by comparing loving-kindness to a mother's tender love for her only child.  This kind of love, which never causes harm to others, should be extended to all beings in all states of existance.  

A mother's love is much nearer to the ideal of Metta than lovers' love because the former is so much more unselfish.

While kama is limited, metta can become unlimited through its extension in jhana.  Then the whole world, the whole universe even is imbued with loving-kindness.  The passage from the Discourse quoted below also shows the way this can be done.

The last part of the Discourse, (4), is a reminder that loving-kindness, even when practiced to jhana-level will not lead to liberation, a point that devotees, Buddhist or otherwise, need to bear in mind.  Though one's gentleness is as great as the universe, and though one has therefore liberated one's heart of narrow passions, still self-concept and views endure, so the liberation by wisdom has still to be developed as well.


Here follows a passage on the development of jhana through loving-kindness:

	'Someone here abides with a heart of loving-kindness
	 extending over one quarter, likewise the second, 
	 likewise the third, likewise the fourth, and so above,
	 below, around and everywhere, and to all as to himself;
	 he abides with his heart abundant with loving-kindness, 
	 exalted, measureless, without hostility or ill-will, 
	 extending over the all-encompassing universe.'


This passage is the basis for developing loving-kindness in the directional method, which will be explained below.

Complete success with this way can be seen in modern times with the accounts of Venerable Acariya Mun's loving-kindness which was said by those who could perceive it to spread through the universe and to all planes of existance.


Now we come to how loving-kindness should be developed while sitting in meditation.  Loving other beings is only successful when one loves oneself in the right way.  Loving oneself means a relative absence of conflicts and self-hatred.  

(Note that this love for oneself should extend to how we live our daily lives.)  This is implied in the words of the chant above: 'May I be able to protect my own happiness'.  This is best protected by making good kamma, as much as possible.


To promote this true love of oneself, when seated in meditation, try to find the feeling of warm friendliness in the region of one's own heart.  The meditator should try to go down to the heart and find this feeling and then spread it throughout the body.  

If no feeling of this sort can be found, then use words repeated silently to oneself, such as, 'May I be happy',   'May I be at peace', May I be secure', until such feeling is produced.

It is important to get out of one's head and down in the body.  Loving-kindness which is in the head is only a matter of words.  

If still there is no feeling of love, then try this visualization: see a white lotus bud in the heart, and when this is steady, make it open up, and from its center rays of golden light appear.  Let this light, which will stimulate the feeling, be spread through the body.


How long one spends on oneself must depend on personal circumstances, but it is not much use going on to others before some metta is established towards oneself.

Good friends are always the people to proceed to next, but not with anyone with whom one has a sexual relationship.  

It is better not to include such a person in a loving-kindness meditation, as the metta can turn into kama, or sensual love, which is called the 'near enemy', and against which one has to guard.

Do not switch from one friend to another too quickly.  Each person should be given several minutes before changing to the next.  And it is advisable to practice loving-kindness using the same friends in the same order each day for a time, for then the mind gets used to a pattern.  

It should be possible, with some practice, to notice less tension in oneself and more love in everyday life for those friends.

When loving-kindness flows smoothly towards them, one may go on to neutral people, just bare acquaintances, for whom one feels neither love nor enmity.  The feeling-tone should be maintained the same as for the friends.  If it is not the same then more work needs to be done on metta to one's friends.  Success with neutral people can be judged from how one greets them and treats them in one's life.  It is possible to get many more friends in this way!

After neutral people have been practiced with in this way, lastly turn to those for whom one feels enmity.  Great care is needed here that while focusing on such people, either visually or using their names, that ill-will does not arise.  This is the 'far enemy', the opposite of loving-kindness, which one has always to guard against.  Quickly return to reviewing one's friends if this should happen.

Eventually, friends, neutral people and enemies are all seen to be the same, and can be viewed with love, and treated lovingly too.


From particular persons the mind can then go on to the pervasion of directions and different sorts of beings with loving-kindness, thus developing in the way of jhana.  

One can always know if metta practice goes well since it will become wordless but feelingful.
The method of practicing metta by going from oneself, to friends, neutral people and enemies is widely used.   In addition, there are three other methods that may be mentioned, that are also effective for some people:


The first of these is the directional spread of loving-kindness.  Having established metta in oneself, then pervade each of the six directions, beginning with all the beings in front of oneself.  Words or feelings may be used, but the latter are more effective.  One feels as though all the beings in the direction one faces are being pervaded with metta, as far distant and as strongly as one can manage.

After some minutes, turn attention to all beings on one's right side, then behind one, left side, below and above.
This method of pervading the six directions can be used as a supplementary meditation to one's main subject, either practicing it for ten to fifteen minutes before or at the end of the sitting period.


Another method is to spread out loving-kindness spatially, that is, extending one's mind-heart of loving-kindness over say first a room, then a house, afterwards several houses, a street, city, and so on.  (As with the method above, one must not deceive oneself, as did the man who practiced 'boundless' metta every day and then swore at his servant!)

The third method is to practice directing loving-kindness to different groups of beings.  To practice this, some confidence is needed in the various possibilities for rebirth.  Usually three groups are used: All devas (divinities, celestials, angelic beings), all human beings, and all unhappy ones (in the subhuman realms including the hells, the ghost and animal realms).

Human beings may be divided into women and men, Noble Ones and ordinary people.  This method may also be combined with the directional method, for example, 'May all women inthe eastern direction be happy...', '...May all men...

(Here one can be creative in directing thoughts of loving-kindness to different categories of beings.  For example, this meditation can be used for 'all wealthy people, and all poor people'; or with races, as in: all asian people, all black people, native, white and spanish people; or with groups by age, as in: all young children, all elderly people; all addicts, all confused people, all meditators, and so on.)

This (and all loving kindness practice) is very helpful for people for strong aversion or resentment.


This method can be shortened to only the first three categories (devas, human and unhappy ones (or all those in the lower realms)).  These three may also be used together with the method of sending loving-kindness to the different directions.


The wording can be changed if, instead of 'be happy', one feels more loving-kindness results from using the phrase 'be free from enmity', or, 'be free from hurtfulness', or, 'be free from troubles of mind and body'.


So far, loving-kindness has been emphasized as a quality to be practiced in relation to other human beings.  It is important also that animals be suffused with loving-kindness.  When this is done one has no need to fear any animal, even fierce carnivors or poisonous creatures.  They will not attack someone who has a strong heart of metta.

Many stories are told, some of which are found in the Life of Phra Acharn Mun, Meditation Master, of tigers that did not trouble meditating monks.  To this day in Thailand, monks who meditate are rarely troubled by snakes or other deadly animals, and can live peacefully in a cave or at the foot of a tree without fear.  

If a person has a fear of animals, say, snakes, or even of spiders, then the following chant with some meditation to follow it will be effective:

		My love to the lordly cobras,
		and to the pythons my love too,
		my love to the vipers,
		and to the black adders too.
		My love to those with no feet,
		to those with two feet, my love too,
		my love to those with four feet,
		to those with many feet my love too.
		Let the footless harm me not,
		nor the two-footed do me harm,
		let the four-footed harm me not,
		nor the many-footed do me harm.
		All creatures and all breathing things,
		all beings none excepted,
		good fortune may they see
		and no harm come near.
		Infinite the Buddha!
		Infinite the Dharma!
		Infinite the Sangha!
		And infinite are the creeping things-
		snakes, scorpions and centipedes, 
                    spiders, lizards, rats.
		Now I have made this warding and protection
		So may those beings go away!
		Him I revere, the Blessed One.
		Seven Samma-Sambuddhas I revere.


The practice of loving-kindness purifies the emotions, and makes one a truly humane being.

Those who choose to practice the Bodhisatta's path for the eventual attainment of Buddhahood, have, in the Theravada tradition, loving-kindness to practice as a perfection (parami), as a quality which carries one across the ocean of birth and death with others as well.  

It is impossible to lead others to practice the Dhamma unless metta is strongly established in one's own heart.  Only metta and the other practices of Dhamma can calm the wild waves of emotion so that one is cool inside while others are on fire.


The Buddha frequently praised the cultivation of Loving-kidness, compassion, joy-with-others, and equanimity (equality of view), calling them the Divine Abidings, the most excellent states leading to deliverance of the heart.  All of these come to fruition based on the cultivation of metta.
Mindfulness of Breathing:

Some teachers train their disciples to repeat a word like 'Buddho' ('Awake') in time with the breath.  In this practice the repetition, which is really the Recollection of the Buddha's qualitites, or else the subtle breathing may be used as one's meditation subject.  


One may evaluate success in mindfulness of breathing in this way:  If the mind is continuously fixed on 'breathing-in-out', with no attention paid to other sense-objects, not even other parts of the body, and with no discursive thought, then one is doing well.  

If one does perceive other sense-objects, for instance, loud or soft noises from outside, but one's mind is not shaken from the concentration on breathing-in-out, merely having awareness of these things which returns immediately to the brething when they cease, without discursive thought, then concentration is good.  

If the mind is mostly fixed on breathing-in-out but also strays to body (touch) consciousness in other parts of the body, but is still without discursiveness, then it is not so bad.  

But if one's breathing-in-out mind is frequently disturbed by other mental states consisting of ideas, pictures, etc., then there is still a lot of work to do.  

And even if one's meditation is up to the first standard, there is no need for complacency as much more can still be done.



On Walking Meditaiton

What should one be mindful of during walking meditation?  This varies with different people.  Some notice the contact of the feet on the earth, others the movement of the legs, and so on.  At first just be generally mindful of the whole walking process; later the mind will single out something interesting.


When the mind has become quite calm, it stays 'at home', not going anywhere else.  (If one wishes, one can then proceed to the practice of insight.)

This form of meditation is used to the exclusion of any others by some people, and it is suitable for leading them even to the fruits of Enlightenment.


Recollection of the qualities of the Buddha

This meditation is very suitable for people having strong confidence in the Buddha as their teacher.

Such a method of meditation must begin by being rather discursive.  If too much wandering of the mind sets in while practicing it, then it will be better to shorten it, using just a few of the epithets, selecting those that give the deepest response from one's heart.  These should be repeated in the sme way as the whole list, with pauses for reflection.


Though for us in this age this recollection centers in the beginning on Gotama the Buddha's qualities, truly these are the marks of all Perfectly Enlightened Ones.  Gradually as concentration deepens and some insight occurs, this recollection will lead to what is Buddha in one's own heart.  And then one will begin to know what 'To the Buddha I go for refuge' really means.


As in the case of the Bodhisatta, there are accounts of people who can stand hardship and solitude, but what about ordinary folk who experience fear but wish to go on with their practice?  

The Buddha recommended, in his Discourse called 'The Foremost Flag', three things to 'cure fear, trembling and the hair standing on end.'  These are the passages on the recollection of the Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha, which when recited in a moment of intense fear can give one heart as the banner of a great king in battle may give courage to his troops.  

These passages are given here in full, and may be learned by heart so that they come to mind readily whenever they are needed:


		Indeed the Blessed One is thus: the Accomplished 
                    destroyer of defilements, a Buddha perfected by 
                    himself, complete in clear knowledge and compassionate 
		conduct, Supremely good in presence and destiny, 
		Knower of the worlds, Incomparable Master of men to 
		be tamed, Teacher of devas and men, Awakened and 
		awakener, and the Lord by skillful means apportioning
		Dhamma.

		The Dhamma of the Blessed one is perfectly expounded,
		to be seen here and now, not delayed in time, inviting
		one to come and see, leading inwards, to be known by 
		the wise each for himself.
		
                    The Sangha of the Blessed One's disciples has entered 
		on the Good Way; the Sangha of the Blessed One's 
                    disciples has entered on the Straight Way; the Sangha 
                    of the Blessed One's disciples has entered on the True
		Way; the Sangha of the Blessed One's disciples has    
                    entered on the Proper Way; that is to say- the four 
                     pairs of men, the eight types of persons.  This Sangha
 		of the Blessed One's disciples is fit for gifts, fit 
                    for hospitality, fit for offerings and fit for 
		reverential salutation, as the incomparable field
		for merits for the world.




Dangers to meditation

The Buddha called philosophizing a variety of 'conceptual proliferation', and declared it to be a way of bondage, while the path of Enlightenment consists of the letting go of concepts until the time of Enlightenment when one is free from conceptual proliferation, free of views, theories and beliefs.  



One view that may be mentioned here is that 'only insight is necessary', to which is sometimes added 'the practice of calm is non-buddhist'.  For a few people, only insight need be cultivated because calm has been developed already.  Most people however require the strength of calm before they can develop effective insight.


Insight meditation means that one is ready to let go of some or all defilements, and all concepts even.  If one has no spirit of renunciation then, the development of insight is not possible.


The desire for 'instant insight' is the result of impetuosity, a lack of patience.  It is related to having weak loving-kindness.  There is no way that maturity in the Dhamma can be hurried.  One just has to keep practicing, to practice for calm and insight regularly every day.


Indulging in fantasies, an aspect of delusion, is also a danger to meditation.  With some people who practice it seems as though it becomes a line of defense for the ego.  Sometimes through lack of mindfulness the mind is allowed to drift off into some never-never land of desire.  But the way out of dukkha is not the way of fantasies.  It is by seeing things as they really are.

The last danger to be mentioned is straining at meditation.  A suitable practice for those who incline to push meditation too fast is the excercise on the four postures, especially the aspect of 'only sitting when sitting'.  That is, the meditator should not strain at anything.  Only sit.  Just sit and be aware of that.  There is nothing to achieve, or to be won.  After one is calm, the nature of experience can be investigated.  

This kind of meditator needs a little of Taoist 'non-doing' otherwise his meditation will not succeed.  (But the right balance has to be found.)


To conclude this chapter on dangers to meditation, the Buddha spoke of thorns which can pierce meditators and destroy their practice:

		There are (these) thorns.  Love of company
		is a thorn to a lover of seclusion...  
                    Seeing shows is a thorn to one guarding the 
                    sense-doors.  The vicinity of women is a thorn to one 
		leading the Holy Life.  (The vicinity of men would be 
		a thorn to a woman leading the celibate life, but 
                    there the Buddha was addressing monks.)  Noise is a
		thorn to the first jhana.  Initial application and 
		sustained application are a thorn to the second 
                    jhana...  Lust is a thorn, aversion is a thorn, 
                    delusion is a thorn.  Dwell without thorns, monks, 
                    dwell thornless!  The Arahants are without thorns, 
                    monks, the Arahants are thornless!

The Fruits of Penetration


		Among men they are few
		who go to the Further Shore,
		most among mankind
		run about this hither shore.
		But they indeed who practice Dhamma
		according to Dhamma well-expounded,
		they among men will go across
		Death's Realm so hard to pass.
		Abandoning the dhammas dark
		the wise should cultivate the bright;
		having from home to homeless gone
		hard to enjoy is solitude- 
		Let him desire that rare delight, 
		renouncing pleasure, owning naught;
		that wise man should cleanse himself
		from defilements of the mind.
		
                   Who in true Bodhi's qualities
		the mind well-grown, perfected,
		who delights, no longer clinging, 
		in relinquishing attachment,
		they free of taints and radiant
		in this world attain Nibbana.



Bodhi is enlightenment, the complete awakening of a Buddha or an Arahant, but there are degrees before this when glimpses of Nibbana are obtained.  All those who have had such glimpses so that their defilements have lessened and the troublesome self-views fallen away are called Noble Ones.


'Entering the stream'- going to Enlightenment, is the name for the first experience of penetrating Dhamma, sometimes because of the intensity and depth of meditation practice, but sometimes because the mind becomes fully attentive when listening to Dhamma.

The three fetters abandoned upon entering the stream are: the view of aggregates as self, sceptical doubt, and adherance to mere rites and vows.


The 'Once Returner' has only one more birth as a human being during which he will reach Arhantship.  Here not only have the first three fetters dropped off, but greed and aversion have been greatly weakened as well.


When these five fetters are all gone, then one is a 
'Non-returner'.


'The Undeclared' is Nibbana, which is fully known by the Arahant.  The Arahant has abandoned all five fetters, and the five more remote fetters, which are: attachment to (subtle) form, attachment to formlessness, conceit ('I am), distraction, and ignorance.

The burden has been laid down and another is not taken up.  This great grasped-at burden when finally laid down ensures a life of wisdom and compassion without any clinging.


This next quotation examines the transition from Non-returner to Arahant:

		Although a Noble Disciple may have abandoned the five 
                    more immediate fetters, still his conceit 'I am', the 
		underlying-tendency 'I am' with respect to the five
		clung-to aggregates remains as yet unabolished.

		Later he abides contemplating rise and fall thus:
		'Such is form, such is its origin, such its 
                    disappearance' (and the same with the other four 
                    aggregates), till by doing so, his conceit 'I am' 
		eventually comes to be abolished.

The last sentence give the method for abandoning the last traces of 'I am', that is, the contemplation of the five aggregates as they arise and pass away until they are all seen as void of self.


In the following passage the Buddha is speaking on the conceit of self and the one who has passed beyond it, the Silent Sage.  He is called 'siletn' not because he does not speak, but because he has no ideas of self-reference within.


		'I am' is a conceit, 'I am this, is a conceit, 'I 
                     shall be' is a conceit, 'I shall not be' is a  
                     conceit, 'I shall be possessed of form' is a conceit,
		'I shall be formless' is a conceit... Conceit is a 
                     dart.  It is with the surmounting of all conceits 
                     that one is called a Silent Sage.  

		 The Sage who is Silent neither is reborn, nor ages, 
		 nor dies. He is unassailed and free from longing.
		 He has none of that whereby he might be reborn.  
		 Not being reborn, how  shall he age?  Not aging, 
		 how shall he die?  Not dying, how shall he be 
                     assailed?  Being unasssailed, what shall he long for?  
  		 So it was with reference to this that it was said, 
 		 'Steadied wheron no more the tides of conceit occur 
		 in him, and when the tides of conceit occur in him 
		 no more, he is called a Silent Sage.'



When defilements lead people to break the Precepts they are then most obvious and coarsest.  A refined level of defilements is seen in the Five Hindrances, but the most subtle of all are the taints.  

The taints (asava) are the deepest layer of distortion in the mind, the last and strongest barrier of the defilements.  


		There are these three taints: the taint of sensuality, 
		the taint of desire for renewed existance, and the 
		taint of ignorance.  For getting rid of these three
		taints, the four foundations of mindfulness should 
		be cultivated.



		and 


		That which is the exhaustion of lust, of hate and of 
                    delusion is called Arahantship.




Dhamma is not Theravada, not Mahayana either.  Dhamma is for putting down views, all views, even Buddhist ones.


As meditation develops a clearer mind, one knows much better how to approach problems that need to be solved.  The answer is clearer and more direct to a successful meditator who does not have a head cluttered up with wandering thoughts and proliferating ideas.


The meditator is not selfish, but rather finding the way beyond the boundries of self.  Dhamma can never be practiced selfishly.  It always leads to benefit for other beings besides oneself.  More Dhamma practice brings more benefit for beings at large.


The Buddha stated that entry into the city of Nibbana can only be by way of one gate: abandoning the Five Hindrances, developing the Seven Factors of Enlightenment, and establishing the mind well in the Four Foundations of Mindfulness.


Some people turn to contemplation, even to quite deep and peaceful states by the contemplation of rocks, trees and water.  Such meditation needs to be augmented by insight.


Finally it may be remarked that the Buddha's Final Nibbana took place in exceptionally beautiful surroundings, while many of the Arahants of that time uttered verses praising the beauty of the secluded places where they lived.  Enlightenment brings a complete appreciation of beauty for there is then no self in the picture to be attached or to want to possess.		



